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be adlosted at the beginning of each quarter are still there. They are still able to fly
to reflect any change during the In mediately Americans out of South Vietnam.
preceding quarter in prices paid by farmers
I just think it is criminal to keep these
for production items, interest, taxes, and American citizens in South Vietnam as
wage rates. Such support prices would—under the House bill—be announced "within" some form of hostage or show because
30 days prior to the beginning of each our Secretary of State and our Ambassador over there think that is necessary.
quarter,
The Senate amcnciment increases the sup- I think it is necessary to save their lives.
port price to 85 percent of parity and pro- I think they should be expeditiously
chits that quarterly adjustments reflecting moved out and the American evacuation
any "estimated" change in the costs of production are to be announced "not later than" should not be tied in with any evacuation
30 days prior to the beginning of each of South Vietnamese nationals at this
time.
quarter.
I would like to share Mr. Daley's teleThe Conference substitute adopts the level
of support Of the HOWE' h111—B0 percent of gram with the Members:
parity. The Conference substitute adopts the
Apart 15, 1976.
Senate, language with respect to the "eatl- Hon. Joule L. Borrow,
mated" change. It also provides that the date House Office Building,
of announcing the support prices would be Washington, D.C.
not more than 30 and not lass than 20 days
World Airways have over 22 minion dollars
prior to the beginning of each quarter.
worth of in flight equipment currently on
The Conferees take note of the fact that ground In Saigon plus cockpit and cabin
On March 28, 1975, the Department of Agri- crews and other employees. We have just
culture announced an increase in Its support been notified by your high ranking and
purchase price for cheese and butter in order esteemed commanding general.of the milito achieve the goal of providing farmers the tary airlift command, General Paul Carlton,
announced support price for manufacturing through his subordinates, Messrs. Purkel and
milk of 57.34 per hundredweight.
Slowest:cr. within hoUrs of my forecast of
The Conferees commend the Department the fall of Saigon, that our contract with
On this action and urge the Department to the military airlift command for the supply
continue to review the level of product pur- of food to Cambodia has been terminated efchase prices on an on-going Wade In order fective this date: leaving the company withthat such prices will reflect current process- out any insurance coverage with respect to
and thereby seams that the re- the aircraft in question, without any Oomfag
quired level of dairy price support to farm- pensation for its airlift capability in than
ers will be met.
emergency and without any guarantee for
(13) Meat import moratorium.
the safety of the equipment or its crews by
The Senate amendment provides that for your administration.
a period of DO days following the date of enThere is no wonder that the peoples of
actment, no meat may be Imported into the the worlds have lost their confidence In the
United States. 'Meat" means fresh, chilled, U.S. Government and its people. With due
or frozen cattle mast and fresh, chilled, or respect to you and your worldwide problems,
frozen meat of gnats and sheep (except Mr. President, I strongly urge that you get
Lambs).
the Incompetents out of here immediately
The House bill contains no comparable and appoint someone with the intelligence,
provision.
competency and the guts necessary to get
The Conference substitute deletes the Sen- the job done. You don't have days or weeks—
ate provision,
you only have minutes.
Turmas S. Posar„
Respectfully yours,
W. R. Poses,
EDWARD J. DALT.
En Jones,
President end Chairman of the Board,
Eon Bcrionfora,
World afrWays, Inc.
Deem E. Bowes,
(This message is being sent to President
WILLIAM C. wascer.sa.
Ford, all members of his cabinet, ail MemKano G. BIBELEOB,
bers of the Congress, the Governors of all
Managers on the Port of the House.
States. and to the press,)
alsaaterr B. TatraAosa,
Slams 0. EASTLAND,
REOPEN INVESTIGATION INTO THE
Mows McGovinua
A
Jame
Jam B. Awes,
/ ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT
FI
RUM= B. RtimpEET.
V JOBEN F. WM./N=1Y
Roarer Doze,
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a
MILTON R. Yourro,
Empty Bar-Lawm,
previous order of the House, the gentleManagers on the Part of the Senate.
man from Texas (Mr. GONZALEZ) Is rec-

ognized for 15 minutes.
Mr. GONZALEZ. Mr. Speaker, since I

LET US EVACUATE THE AMERICANS introduced House Resolution 204 on FebFROM SOUTH. VIETNAM
(Mr. JOHN L. BURTON asked and was
given permission to address the House
for 1 minute and to revise and extend
his remarks.)
Mr. JOHN L. BURTON. Mr. Speaker,
again I should like to address the House
on my concern for the immediate safe
evacuation of American nationals from
South Vietnam. I received a telegram
yesterday from Ed Daley of World Airways who has stated that they have over
$22 million worth of in-flight equipment,
which I assume are airplanes on the
ground, currently in Saigon that were
used to transport materials to Cambodia.
That contract was cancelled, for whatever reasons I do not know, but the planes

ruary 15—if the resolution is passed by
the House a select committee of seven
Members of the House would study the
circumstances surrounding the deaths of
President John F. Kennedy. U.S. Senator
Robert F. Kennedy, and Dr. Martin Luther King, and the attempted assassination of Gov. George Wallace—there has
been a tremendous surge of interest on
the part of the media and the general
public in finding out what were the true
facts regarding these assassinations.
Part of this interest has come about
as the result of the showing of a secondgeneration Zapruder film of the assassination of President John F. Kennedy
which is owned by Robert Groden of New
York. This film within the last months
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has been seen for the first time by We
general public.
As I have indicated in previous statements on this subject, the interest and
Concern of the people is genuine and
merits attention from the Congress,
I have recently received a copy of a
draft brief for reopening the investigation into the assassination of President
John F. Kennedy written by several students at the University of Virginia which
I would like to share with you and other
Members of the House. It is, as follows:
A DRAFT BEM FOE REOPENING TES INVESTIGATION INTO THE ASSASSINATION OF Peasnicarr
Jouw F, KE14741xoT
(By the following students at the Unlverally of Virginia: Mark Allen (Coll. 4). Sally
Boucher {Coll. 3), Kevin Farrell (COIL 1),
Mike Holm (COIL 4), and Andy Purdy (Law
2)).
vary/molly NOTE
This document Is intended to point out
some of the arguments in favor of reopening
the investigation Into the assassination of
President John F. Kennedy. We have framed
the argumenta In "brief" form to overcome
the threshold barrier to consideration of the
issues by Members of Congress and the newt
media posed by the great volume of conflicting writings and evidence.
We believe that an appropriate committee
of Congress should hear the evidence which
calls Into question the findings of the War-

ren Commietlon.

casatorraturttx, vs., April

14, IE'S.

THE WaimsW COMICISSION FrifYINOS
The Warren Commission concluded that
Lee Harvey Oswald fired the shots that killed
President Kennedy and wounded Governor
Connally; and that these shots were fired
from the sixth floor of the Texas School Book
Depository.' The Shots came from behind."
hack of his neck, and secondly by a bullet
which entered the right rear portion of his
head.* Governor Connally was struck by a
bullet which entered the right aide of his
back and exited under his right nipple, then
to past through his right wrist and enter his
left thigh."
The Commission concluded that the shots
were fired from the Texas School Book Depository because:
(a) of witnesses reporting seeing a gun
fired from the sixth floor window or that
^
(b) the bullet' covered from Goyernor
Caually ante PresidenVarlimouaine were
fireXTroriffitlit rinsai
rTra- on tne sixth floor
of the Depository building "to the exclusion
of all other weapona." Used cartridge eases
also found on the *12th floor wore identified
as having been fired front the same rifle;
(c) the windshield of the limousine was
struck on the inside by a bullet fragment; "
(d) the autopsy report and examination
of Governor Connally's wounds by doctors
and wound ballistic experts lead to the conclusion that the bullets were fired from
above and behind."
Although some witnesses laid that they
thought the shots came from the direction
of the Triple Underpass (a forward direction). and from several other sites as well,
the Commission found no substantial awl-.
dents to that effect?"
The commission believed that there were
three shots fired, based primarily on the evidence that three spent cartridge cases were
found in the Depository Building. Witnesses
varied Oct the number of idiots they heard,'"
though the general consensus was three.
However. "soon after the three empty cartridges were found, officials at the scene daFootnotes at end of arthffe.
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tided that three shots were fired, and that
conclusion was widely clrculated by the press.
Eyewitness testimony may be eubcOnselotialy
colored by the extensive publicity .
.".
There is some speculation about which bullets struck the President end Governor Conisally, and whether the some bullet which
olereed the President's throat also caused
Ouvernor Connally's wounds."
Furthermore, the Comm lesion concluded
that Lee Harvey Oswald tired the theta because:
IR) Oswald owned the rifle from which the
shots were fired and was observed to enter
the Depository Building November 22, 1963
carrying a brown paper wrapped bundle, presumably the dissembled rifle. The two eyewitness reports of this bundle are not completely concurrent and somewhat vague."
(b) Oswald was seen by one eyewitness at
the time of the aesaasituttion at the sixth
floor window..
(c) Oswald had capable marksman abilities." and
(t1) had attempted to kill Maj. Gen. Edwin
Walker on April 19, "thereby demonstrating
his disposition to take human life." "
The Commission also concluded that OsWald killed Patrolman 3. D. Tippit because
of pa:inlet+ identification by two eyewitnesses
who saw the shooting, and by seven eyesvitTIMES who heard the shots and saw the gunman leaving with a revolver in hand." Oswald, at the time of his arrest possessed the
revolver from which the cartridge cases found
at the scene were fired "to the exclunion 01
all other weapons." And Oswald's jacket was
found along the path of flight of the gunman."
The Commission also concluded that Jack
Ruby did not act as part of a conspiracy."

FOOTNOTES
The Official Warren Commission Beyer!

on the Assassination of President John F.

Kennedy (Doubleday & Company, Inc., Garden City, N.J.: 1964), at 19.
• Ibid., at 18.
° Ibid.
• 'bide., at 10. See also 86-90.
• Ibid., at 19. See also 92-93.
• Ibid., at 18. Bee also 143-149.
• Ibid., at 18.
• Ibid.
• Ibid., at 18. See also 87-9d.
Ibid., at 10.
Ibid., at 19, See also 110.
" /bid., at 19. See also 111.
"Ibid., at 19, See also 87-96 and 111117.
Ibid., at 19. See also 131-134.
°L Ibid., at 19. Bee also 63.
Ibid., at 19. Bee also 189.
/bid, at 20. See also 1113-184.
. Ibid., at 20. See also 168-167,
. Ibid., at 20.
Ibid„ at 21.
I. Tee larreamsuirarry OP Tar &MULE Smarr
TILEORY CALL.I INTO QUESTION TUE ESSENTIAL FLNETNOS Or TUE WASHES. COATIVIESSION
The widely discussed "single bullet" theory
Is seen by critics of the Warren Commission
as essential to the finding that Lee Harvey
Oswald acted alone.. The Warren Commission
said: "Although It is not necessary to any
essential findings of the Commission to determine just which shot hit Governor Connally, there is very perstutaive evidence from
the experts to indicate that the same bullet which pierced the President's throat also
Caused Governor CounaLly's wounds. However, Governor Connally's testimony and certain other factors have given rise to some difference of opinion as to this probability but
there is no question In the minds of any
member of the Commission that all the shots
which caused the President's and Governor
Connally's wounds were fired from the sixth
Footnotes at end of article.
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floor window of the Texas School Book De- the wounds and the bullet flight paths acpository."
cording to the Commissions report dlscrepA. The single bullet theory is essential to anclea arise.
the Warren Commission's finding that Lee
"According to the commission theory, a
Harvey Oswald acted alone.
bullet entered the upper right side of the
The back/neck Wound In President Ken- President's back and emerged at the midline
nedy and the wounds In Governor Connally. of the anterior throat, grazing the left side
whether from the same or different bullets, of the knot of the Prendent's tie an it
occurred between frames 210 to 240 as shown emerged." ,
The bullet was then supposed
by the Zapruder film? This represents a time to have entered Governor Connally's back,
span, based on the 18.3 frames/second run- exiting below the right nipple of his cheat,
ning speed of Zapruderr, camera, of just over and then crushing his wrist and lodging in
1.0 seconds. The minimum firing time with- his knee.
out taming of Oswald'a 6.5 millimeter MannTo do this, the bullet would have had to
licher-Carceaso rifle was 2.9 secondis,, pre- make an acute turn to the right in mid air
cluding the possibility of separate shots from before entering Governor Connally, which Is
the same atm inflicting these wounds in the virtually impossible.
men.
From evidence obtained from an examinaB. A study of the evidence shows that it Is tion of the President's brain, an explanahighly improbable that President Kennedy tion of the smaller throat wound is made.
and Governor Connally were 'struck by the It is believed to have been an exit wound for
same
a piece of bone that was caused by the sec1. The Zapruder film shows rather con- ond head shot. This is consistent with the
vincingly that the President and Governor damage to the President's throat and also
Connally were struck by separate bullets.
the fact that no traces of metal were found
The Warren Commission said that the on the President's shirt or tie.ei If this in
wound in President Kennedy's neck was in- true, then the single bullet theory has no
curred between Zapruder frames 210 to 226e credibility because there waS no other bullet
It is apparent in frame 230 that the Presi- exit in the front of the President.
dent has been aot
Exhibit 399, the pristine bullet, believed by
vernor Connally is
Still unharmed, holding his hat In his as the Commiselon to have, caused the non-fatal
yet uninjured right haud In a position higher wounds to President Kennedy and Governor
than when It was struck .°
Connally, is inconsistent with testa of like
Governor Connally, his wife, and his doc- bullets in similar circumstances."
tors believe he was hit by a separate, secThe bullet which supposedly went through
ond shot. About the single bullet theory, Mr. both the President and the Governor,
shatConnally has said: "They talk about the tering two bones In the process shows no
de'one bullet' theory, but as far r h I'm con- formity in the upper 2/3 of Its length. There
cerned, there Is no 'theory'. There le my ab- 1/5 a small loss of lead at the base of the
solute knowledge, and Nellie's too, that one bullet but the copper jacket remains intact,
bullet caused the President's first wound, and This is inconsistent with the amount of
that an entirely separate shot struck me." ,` metallic particles which were found In the
An analysis of the angle subtended by the wounds,.
line drawn along the shoulder and the line
If it is accepted (as the Warren Commisalong the oar indicate that Governor Con- sion
did) that the bullet which entered Kennally was struck between Zapruder frames nedy's back, exited
from his throat and then
207 and 238.. Other involuntary responses In- entered Connally's
back, the angles of the
dicating this as the location of the hit on trajectories need
to be examined. Cyril Wenlit
Governor Connally include the puffing of his has done so and
concludes:
cheeks and the disarranging of his hair. Ac"It should also be pointed out that the incording to Dr. Gregory these factors are condicated pathways of these wounds are in conAslant with involuntary physical reactions
siderable disagreement with the calculated
to a bullet hit."
trajectories from the postulated firing posi2. Governor Connally's doctors believe the
tion of the assassin, The supposed assassin's
bullet which wounded !aim did not first pass
site looked down on the car at an angle
through the President,
which varied from 22 to 20 degrees in the
"Dr. Gregory indicated that both lie and vertical
plane and from 12 to about 8 deDr. Shaw thought It highly unlikely that the
grees (right to left) in the horizontal plane,
President and the Governor had been hit by
during the time Interval over which these
the same bullet". The doctors were in- wounds
might havelbeen Inflicted. The slope
fluenced by the character of the wound being of
the street, about .% degrees, might perhaps
very small and having clean-cut edges" and be
deducted from the vertical angle if we
the fact that there were no cloth fibers In assume that
the men's seating posture was
the back wound (as opposed to their presence determined
by the slope of the car rather
in his wrist) In reaching the conclusion that than their owls sense
of balance. Mae Warthe bullet which struck Connally had not ren
Conunieslon made this correction alstruek Kennedy first.
though It Is open to some question.) How3. Government reports also support this
ever, the vertical angle through the Presievidence of separate bullets.
dent's back/neck wound measures only about
Preliminary Special Dallas Report No. 1, 11 le degrees,
while that through the GovAesaaaination of the President, prepared by ernor's chest is larger,
namely about 25 dethe Secret Service said that the President grees. The indicated
lateral angles (right to
was shot and "Immediately thereafter Gov- left in the
horizontal plane) are about the
ernor Connally
. was shots". The Mt, same for both men, namely about
20 degrees.
in its five-volume report presented to the While these
angular meaaureinents are subWarren Commission on Dee. 9, 1063, con- ject
to error of a few degrees either way, the
tained similar conclusions..
discrepancies seem toe large to explain away
4. The vertical and horizontal trajectories In this fashion."
necessary for a single bullet to have wound`The original autopsy feet sheet places the ed both men from the Depository window at President's
neck wound In his back at a
a downward trajectory of 17 degrees are not position
below the neck wound In the front,
plausibly established by the evidence.
Though said later to have been an incorrectly
An examination of the photograph con- low, rough estimation of the wound, it does
tained in the Commission's final report re- line up with the holes in the Presidena's
coat
portedly demonstrating the bullet path of and shirt?. The response that the President's
the single bullet theory shows a trajectory coat and shirt were "bunched
up" in the
originating from the left (rather than the back, thus accounting for the low
clothing
right) rear and in a vertical angle less than boles in light of a high wound,
as conclu17 degrees, Furthermore, such a bullet would sively disproven by a glance at
Willis slide
be exiting from below the President's 4r 5..
throat When examining the trajectories of
3. The diameter of the wound in the front
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of the President's reek establishes that a
pristine bullet did not exit there as postulated by the single bullet theory.
The bullet wound In the President's throat,
described later as -viewed prior to the trache. 3 to 5
otomy incision, was "very small
mm." Dr. Cyril W5ebt has said that he
finds a wound of that size ". . . very, very
hard to buy as an exit weans) for a bullet
Which would have entered the back." "
An experiment done for the Warren Commission by Dr. Alfred G. Olivier of the Army's
Hdgewood Arsenal was done to simulate the
Wound through the President's neck. Three
0.5 millimeter bullets were tired through 14
centimeters or goat meat held between goat
skins and shirt and jacket cloth." The bullet
entry wounde are the same size as the wound
In the President's back, but the stnallest exit
hole was 10 mm, compared to the 3-5 rant,
throat wound in President Kennedy.
6. The neutron activation analysis done on
the bullet fragments found in Connally's
wrist could not identify them with the bullet said to have wounded the President.
S. Edgar Hoover's letter of July 6, 1984 to
the Warren Commission reports the results
Of the neutron activation an:sly-els-that the
Metal fragments from Connally's wrist could
not be identified as having come from the
bullet which wounded the eeresidentet The
extensive studying of the (ae yet unreleased)
raw data could determine whether these teat
results prove the single bullet theory Insole
reot.
rOOTNOTINS

etesse:eave

'(Critics of Commission).
' Warren Report at Ile
• Interview with Josiah Thompson with
Life Zepruder prints, Haesrford, Pennsylvania, April 1, 1975.
'(5 H 153-154); (3 H 4427) (Frazier),
"Warren, at lie.
• See Zaprude,r frame 230. see also Thomeeon, Six Seconds iw Dallas (Bernard Gain
Associates, New York: 1967), at 68.
7 (4 H 114).
I Thompson, Life interview with Governor
and Mrs. Connally, October 80, 1960.
°Thompson. Six Secemes in Dallas, at 76.
"Interview with Thompson on Apr11 1.
1575 re: his November 2, 1900 interview With
Dr. Gregory.
Thompson, Six Seconds in Dania, at 77.
" (4 H 104) .
Arenives CD 87, dated November 28, 1983.
" Archives CD 1.
rs (5 11 150; 18 H 89-90) .
to Warren, photo #12 after page 426.
17 Cyril a Wecbt and Robert P. Smith, "The
Medical Evidence in the Assassination of
President John Kennedy", Forensic Science
3 (1974) at 224.
eiThempson, Sir SOC.07184 in Donee at 64$5.
" Ibid., at 146-154.
le Wecht and Smith, at 124.
• (5 II 59-60)
"Thompson, Six Seconds 1st Dallas, at 223.
" (17 fi 29).
"See Six Seconds; Thompson littereieW
with Wecht. May 26, 1067.
•• 15 Si 77-781.
' "See Commission Exhibit 850.
"Interview with Thompson, Apr11 1, 1975.
II. DOUBLE =AD SELOTS
A. There is strong evidence to indicate that
the President's head was hit by two shots
In rapid succession, one from the front and
the other from the rear.
I. The motion of the President's head tends
to indicate that there were two shots.
Between frames 312-313 of the eapruder
film the President's head is seen to move
f inward at a rate of 60.6 feet/second. Beginning at hems 913 the head moves violently
Backward and to the left until it bounces
off the back seat at frame 321. Its speed
backwards is 100.3 feet per second. This all
i oeirars In 1/18 of a second.

This motion is extremely rapid and analysis
of the film shows that it was not tanned by
acceleration of the car, as none of the occupants were thrown off balance at that time.
Secret Service agent Clint Hill testified that
he was thrown off balance by the aceeleralion of the car, yet he did not reach the car
mite frame 368 which is 3 seconds after the
head shots.
The motion cannot he explained as a neuromuscular reaction. The startled response
takes place over an interval of 40-200 milliseconds. The time required for the head to
move forward is 83 milliseconds, The change
In direction of Kennedy's head observed In
the film occurs in 58 milliseconds, much too
fast for a neeraspasin.
Similarly, with a neuromuscular reaction
we would expect the head to keep accelerating, however, in this case the velocity remained constant. Also, since the motor strip
(pro-central gyrue) was blown out by the
entering bullet, the likelihood of any muscular reaction Is considerably diminished.' The
Warren Commission chose to completely disregard this backward head motion.
2. The location of brain matter after the
shots supports the double shot theory.
Governor and Mrs. Connally were covered
with brain matter which would support a
shot from the rear. However, a large amount
of brain debris splattered on the left rear of
the presidential ear and also on the uniforms
and winds:Melds of the two motorcyclists
who were riding 6 to 8 feet to the left rear
of the President's car. One officer tautened
that the splattering was with such force
that he at first thought that be had been
!struck.
A piece of skull bone, found in the street
by an observer approximately 25 feet from
where the President was shot. It was identified by Dr. A. B. Cairns, chief pathologist
at Methodist Hospital as being from the
ocolpetsd (rear) region of the skull. A bullet
fired from the rear would have great difficulty causing this effect, but one fired from
the front could easily explain R'
3. Doctors at Parkland Hospital described
the President's head wounds in a manner
Consistent with the double shot theory.
In 'addition to the massive wound to the
right temple, the Parkland doctors described
a large wound in the =Metal region with
brain matter protruding from it. This tends
to corroborate the belief that one of the
head shots came from the front.
The Bethesda doctors give the picture of
a shot entering the rear of the President's
head and causing the massive damage to the
temple region.'
roe-motes
Thompson, Six Seconds in Deltas, at 8806.
7 ibid., at 08-101.
Ibid., at 102-111.
Ili IT Is Iforxem. Teter OSWALD Dee ALL THE
Setooereto
A. It is a widely accepted misconception
that Lee Harvey Oswald was an expert rifleman, and that the shots from the Depository
window were "easy".
Oswald's Marine Corps shooting scores Indicate that he was not an expert rifleman.
His Last shooting score was taken In May of
1959 when Oswald scored 191 points. This
performance barely qualified him for "marksman", the lowest title given out by the
Marine Corps. Lt. Col. A. C. Poisons testified
before the commission that Oswald's ability
as evidenced by his score was that of a
"rather poor shot."
Complicating Oswald's rather mediocre
shooting skill was the alleged weasels- nion
weapon itself, the Italian Maualicher-Caracane. The Caracano was a very ebettp rifle,
retelling for only $12.76. It had a reputation
Footnotes at end of article,
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for being a "humanitarian- weapon, a poor
choice for any assassin.. The maladjusted
scope on the rifle sent bullets Hying high
and off to the right.' Its difficult bolt made
rapid firing very difficult. In addition, Oswald's Caracano had an eccentric trigger
and a disintegrating firing pin.'
Some of the Commission's dleleulties regarding Oswald's rifle capability and his
weapon's effectiveness might have been allayed had It been determined that Oswald
had been practicing with the ManlicherCaracano shortly before the assassination.
The Commission was unable to document a
single instance of Oswald practicing with
his Manlicher-Caracano despite an extensive
effort to do so."
But even given an excellent rifle and a
superb marksman, Oswald's alleged feat of
shooting is remarkable. He fired three shots
front a bolt action rifle (which he had to load
and unload twice) in a short span of 4.06.6 seconds. lie was shooting at a target moving down an incline, from 80 feet up and 180
to 265 feet away. He had only .8 seconds to
all tar his first shot and yet he managed to
land two accurate hits, the last one causing
the President's fatal head wound.
The Commission endeavored to determine
if Oswald was capable of such a performance.
The Commission's rifle testa were so different
from the Retied conditions Oswald encountered, that any of their conclusions are open
to serious question. The Commission's riflemen was shooting at stationary targets instead of moving ones; they were firing from
30 feet up instead of Oswald's 60; they took
as much time as they wanted for the Mat
shot while the assassin had less than, one
second to aim for his; and even more remarkable they corrected the defective sight
of Oswald's Caracano by mounting the rifle
with metal shims. Furthermore the Commission employed "master" riflemen for the test.
experts in firearms some four classes above
Oswald's shooting ability.
Even under these more favorable circumstances, the Commission's test only served
to prove how difficult Oswald's alleged feat
really was, Only one of the three 'master"
riflemen. (with the stationary targets, corrected sight, reduced distance and added firing time for the first shot) managed to
duplicate Ostmeeni ability.
13. The psychological stress evaluation Indicates that Onweld Was telling the truth
when he said that he did not kill the Pre.s1dent.
The Psychological Stress Evaluator (P.B.E.)
was developed In the early 1170's SI en
component to the polygraph which Is
designed to determine the authenticity of a
suspects testimony. It was later discovered
by in inventors, Alan D. Bell, Jr. and Charles
H. McQueston (former lieutenant colonel in
army intelligence), that the P.S.E. evaluated
authenticity accurately enough to be used
Independently of the polygraph.' Other polygraph experts have come to the same conclusion and the P.S.E. is now growing to be
a respectable device In criminological eke
°I-7:1973 George O'Toole processed tape recordings or Lee Harvey Oswald's statements
to reporters through the P.S.B. His results
were interesting: the F.S.E. indicated that
Oswald was telling the truth when he said
that he had not killed the President." Mr.
OTeoleei results brought criticism from experts who learned of his project; however,
after processing the tapes themselves, the exports had to agree with his conclusions.. For
example. L. H. "Rusty" Hitchcock, a former
army intelligence agent and one of the most
experienced polygraph examiners in the
'country, sent a supportive letter to Mr.
O'Toole after analyzing the appropriate
material..
The PS-Hes evaluation of the Oswald tapes
brings Oswald's role in the assassination_
into question,

-
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WODINcrnizi
Warren Report: (8 #I 3049
* Meagher. Sylvia; Aceessorieu After the
Fact (New York; The Hobbs Merrill Company, 1067) , at 131.
• Warren Report at lac,
• Meagher at 12 t.
/bids at 108.
• Warren Report at I93-4.
• Meagher at 10B.

"Ibid.

• -Lee Harvey Oswald Was Innocent", by
Ocorge O'Toole, Penthouse Magazine, April
1075, p. 46.
," raid., p. 124.
•• Ibid., pp. 45-46 and pp. /34-132.
° ibid., p. 132.
p. 126 (See letter).
1"V. TIM Aurorae or Psmaminer KarmrEDT
RAISES Dowers as vo rite WARREN Commis-

sion Preenses
The autopsy of President Kennedy at
Bethesda Naval Hospital was very Incomplete and vague In its findings.
I. The autopsy team was mostly military
and had had limited forensic experience at
the time. No civilian forensic pathologist was
present.
2. The positions of the wounds were determined by faulty measuring methods.
3. The wound to the anterior neck was
310t recognized and •
because of the
tracheotomy that haA -Wean performed In
Dallas. This wound was Only discovered the
bellowing day during a canvereation with
the Dallas physician who attended Kennedy
at Parkland.
4. The back wound wee not dissected or
tracked under military orders.
6. Corona' sections thrOugh the fixed brain
were not made, although this is a routine
procedure in eases of gunshot wounds of the
head in order to track the pathway of a
bullet or bullet fragment.
6. As a result, the autopsy was unable to
provide detailed analysis of the wounds to
help investigators in locating the assassins
positions?
'r. See also autopsy analysis of trajectories
In Single Bullet Theory.--Argument I, page

For the Commission to incept Kentor's
credible testimony, they would have to adwit they were unsure of Ruby's movements
during a critical period following the easesTHE NATIONAL CENTER FOR
siltation. Instead they chose to accept the
testimony of a convicted murderer over that
PRODUCTIVITY
of a respected member of the White House
The EPEAKIM, pro tempore. Under a
corps.
Even more troubling Is the Commission's previous order of the House, the gentleinability to determine exactly Jack Ruby's man from Connecticut (Mr..McKmier)
means of entrance to the Dallas Police nese- is recognized for 10 minutes,
went the day he murdered Oswald. The
Mr. Mc1ONNEY. Mr. Speaker, while
Commission was only able to state that economists in this country are in total
Ruby "probably" entered by the Main Street disagreement as to the proper path to
Ramp, while the pollee guard, Officer Robert
Vaughn was distracted by a departing follow in relieving our economic difft-,
vehicle. But five witnesses cast considerable culties there is virtually unanimous
doubt on the Commission's Main Street ramp agreement about the vital role of prohypothesis. The three officers who were in ductivity growth in the strengthening of
the car which allegedly distracted Vaughn. the U.S. economy in the next decade.
were departing by the sane ramp that Ruby The shocking statistics reveal that the
was supposed to have entered . . . yet none United States, once overwhelmingly suof the officers saw Ruby entering. Two of perior to the other nations in producthem, C. T. Pierce, the driver of the car and
Sgt. Putnam stated they were positive no tivity, is in danger of becoming a secondone came in while their car was leaving.* rate industrial power, unless economic
Teh guard at the ramp, Officer Vaughn, also output increases substantially. The sad
firmly denied that Jack Ruby slipped by him. fact is that the United States over a
Not taking his word, the Dallas police admin- period from 1960 through 1973 ranked
istered a lie detector test which the Officer last in a study of average annual growth
missed.
in productivity, behind the United KingThe Conan:Liston also did not fully inves- dom. Canada, Germany, France. Italy,
tigate the allegation that Jack Ruby was involved In Anti-Castro activities. Nancy Per- and Japan. Consequently, I feel that it Is
rin Rich, a former waitress and bartender at the responsibility of the Federal GovMr. Ruby's Carousel Club testified that sev- ernment to provide assistance to induseral men approached her husband, a former try, labor, and State and local governgunrunner during the Spanish Civil War, ment to insure that our national producabout shipping some arms Into Cuba. One of tivity does not drop to unsatisfactory
these men, Mrs, Rich testified, was Jack levels.
Ruby. from whose employment she had quit
In an attempt to provide a forum for
several months earlier. The Commission did
not even mention her testimony in the 880 the study, formation and implementation of means of improving this basic
page report.
As a footnote to the Commission's incom- need of our economy. I, as ranking miplete treatment of Jack Ruby, it lie note- nority member of the Economic Stabiliworthy to mention the meeting of five man zation Subcommittee on Banking and
at Jack Ruby's apartment the night of Currency and Congressman Timms
Oswald's murder. Though all of these men ASHLEY, chairman of the subcommittee,
were thought to be in good health, within
18 months, three of those men were dead, two have introduced legislation which would
by violent means. On April 23. 1064, reporter create a National Center for Productivity
Bill Bunter was shot to death In a Long as an independent agency of the execuBeach Pollee station. Then on Sept. 31, 1964. tive branch to succeed the National CornJim Koetlie, another reporter present that miqsion on Productivity and Work
night, was murdered, dying of a karate chop Quality whose authorization expires
to the neck, Finally, on March 27, 1965, one Jiine 30 of this year.
of Jack Ruby's lawyers, Tom Howard died of
The National Center for Productivity
what was diagnosed as a heart attack...Man.

'lire Warmest OCkbarleatom IllealECesitTxf-Y
Drvessreasren Tam Moveseserre aim ACrIONS
or JACK RuEy.
The Commission waited nix months before
interviewing the asiewein of Oswald, indicating a predilection to accept the Lone assarialn
d eath of Hunter was termed acredental
theory before all the facts were in. Had the t he murder of Zpethe remains tineelved.91,
Commission been Interested in thoroughly date.. a.te
inveatigating the possibility of a conspiracy
PoolliarrES
its first witness would have been Jack Ruby.
• [15 H 88),
a man with troubling oonnectione with the
See
CE
5073;
(15
TS 189); CC 2002, p. 150,
underworld and long time money of many
CE 2000 and 2083.
members of the Dallas Pollee force.
•
Meagher,
at
290.
Testimony by several reliable witnesses
bring the Commission's timetable of Ruby's
Strailtiall" or Aecemmer
movements into serious question. The Commission claims that Jack Ruby was not in
We contend that there is a reasonable
Parkland Hospital shortly after the assas- doubt that Lee Harvey Oswald acted alone in
sination, in the face of unequivocal testi- the essassination of President John F. Kenmony by dissinterested and reapeotable wit- nedy. We further contend that the magnitude
nesses. Seth Kantor, a member of the White and quality of responsible criticism of the
House press corps reported in the Scripps- essential findings of the Warren Commission
Howard Alliance newspaper on Monday, justify a formal governmental iniptiry into
Nov. 2.5, that he had met Jack Ruby at Park- the assasaination.
land Hospital about an hour After the assasAt a minimum, we contend that a Consination_ As Kantor testified before the gressional oommittee should hold hearitigan
Warren Commission "I was Indelibly sure to gather all evidence which mile into queaat the time and have continued to be so tem the fintlinga of the Warren Commission
that the man who stopped me and with so that a representative body can Independwhom I talked was Jack Ruby. I feel strongly ently determine if there is sufficient doubt
about it, because I had known Jack Ruby that Oswald acted alone to justify reopening
and he did call me by my first name. . • .• the investigation,
corsets:ismer
* Wecht. pp. 12-113. See also Appendix
There is a reasonable doubt that Lee Harvey
D in Thontemen's "6 Seconds in Dallas. pp. Oswald acted alone in the assassination of
273-284.
President John F. Kennedy, A governmental
0.

Q .04 1
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body should reopen the investigation of the
assassination.

as envisioned by this legislation will be
able to contimr in the same manner as
it has as a national commission, which
will mean a continuation in the areas
of concentration which had been stated
by Congress in the legislation which first
authorized a comprehensive body to deal
with our productivity concerns. Over the
last 3 yestre, the American people have
been saved millions of dollars through
productivity advances conceived and implemented by the Commission. In the
public sector, the COM1n1941011 recommended a long list of innovations for
productivity improvement.
For example, in the food industry, the
Commission recommended and helped to
implement the coast-to-coast fast, teefn
which enables eastern markets to receive fruits and vegetables 2 to 5 days
faster than thought possible under old
methods. It suggested a change hi the
Government regulations which now permits fuller use of truck capacity which is
not only more productive but also provides fuel savings for this Nation. In the
health care industry. the Commission set
up conferences with hospital adminis-
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trators from various parts of the United. ucation, better health of the work force, tirement pay was
refigured on the new
States to deal with the problems of de- increased managerial and labor skills pay scales. However,
in 1958 this was
veloping improved practices to reduce and improved technical processes besides changed and cost-of-living
increases recost pressures. From these recommenda- physical investment. It is just these spe- placed recomputation.
lions came a program of testing and eval- cific areas at which the efforts of the
Obviously, a lot of retirees are unuation in over 600 hospitals in Texas. In Commission on Productivity and the fuaddition, a model health insurance plan ture Center for Productivity have been happy with this change. It is my hope
that the Committee on Armed Services
which rewards efficiency is being devel- and will continue to be aimed.
will act favorably on recomputation in
oped by labor and management in RaI urge all Americans to give serious the 94th Congress, and that
these retirees
cine, Wis. In the railroad industry, which thought to the area of productivity and
affects all American industry, the efforts the importance that it will have on the will be given the recomputation they
of. thls.Commission have resulted in rec- .future growth of this Nation. The work deserve.
ommended changes in rate regulation, of the Center promises to be a continuaindustry organization and technology tion of the efforts of what I believe to be
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a
and operation that will result in im- the Federal Government's most producprevious order of the House, the gentleproved productivity performance.
tive agency. The National Center for woman from Massachusetts (Mrs. RamIn addition, the Commission recom- Productivity will obtain results which LER) is recognized for 6 minutes.
mended a railroad clearinghouse which will translate into financial savings
for
[Mrs. HECKLER of Massachusetts adwas implemented by the Association of America and an improved work environdressed the House. Her remarks will apAmerican Railroads. The result of the ment for all Americans.
pear hereafter in the Extensions of Reprogram was to reduce empty-car movemarks,1
ments by 90 percent and provide an
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a
operating savings of $1.5 million per year
Per railroad. If this program was insti- previous order of the House, the gentlel'HE NEGATIVE he r aCT OF TV
tuted by all classes of rail lines, the oper- man from New York (Mr. Kew) is recVIOLENCE ON CHILDREN
ating savings would reach more than ognized for 15 minutes.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a
$100 million. Furthermore, in the area
[Mr. KEMP addressed the House. His previous order of the House. the gentleof State and local governanent, the commission has concentrated on specific remarks will appear hereafter in the Ex- man from Utah (Mr. McKay) is recognized for 5 minutes.
areas where productivity improvements tensions of Remarks.]
Mr. McKAY. Mr. Speaker, I wish to
are essential if we are to get the most
out of our tax dollars. Recommendations
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under commend the National Association of
as to the best practices in solid waste a previous order of the House, the gen- Broadcasters for adopting an amendcollection, effective and efficient means of tleman from Alabama (Mr. Dicarissos) ment to the television code designating
7 to 9 p.m. as family viewing time. The
operating our police departments, and is recognized for 5 minutes.
amendment is designed to prohibit promore productive operation of State and
[Mr.
DICKINSON
addressed the grams inappropriate for viewing by genlocal legislatures, has been successfully
implemented. The Commission most im- House. His remarks will appear here- eral family audiences during prime time.
The move comes because of congressional
portantly provides assistance in coordi- after in the Extensions of Remarks.]
concern over the increasing amount of
nating State and local efforts in identifyviolence and sex on prime-time televiing and correcting areas In which costly
RECOMPUTATION
sion.
duplication of efforts in the Government
sector is evident.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a
Although I applaud this voluntary
While the many accomplishments of previous order of the House, the gen- move, I think that the success of the
the Commission over the last 3 years, in tleman from Florida (Mr. Borate) is experiment should be watched very carethe area of increased productivity is a recognized for 5 minutes.
fully. I do not desire Government conlong one and thus cannot be completely
Mr. BURKE. Mr. Speaker, since be- trol of programing, but if necessary,
listed in this statement, its work in im- coming a Member of Congress in 1966 I reforms are not made voluntarily, I am
proving the quality of ihe work environ- have worked for and introduced legisla- afraid there may be no alternative to
ment is also exceptional. Its attempts to tion to equalize the retired pay of mem- Government guidelines.
. join industry and labor in a comprehen- bers of the uniformed services retired
The :mpact of TV on American society,
give effort to improve the conditions prior to June 1, 1958, whose retired pay especially children, is pervasive. Ninetyunder which Americans work daily, is computed on laws enacted on or after six percent of American homes have one
which promises to have a great impact October 1, 1949. I am again introducing or more TV sets and the average set is on
on the productivity of this Nation.
my recomputation bill today.
more than 6 hours a clay. Most children
Under this bill, the Center would conThere have been many changes in the watch at least 2 hours daily,
sist of a council of up to 30 members uniformed services in recent years. Only
Recently the American Psychological
appointed by the President from indus- volunteers are accepted. The pay is bet- Association has suggested that watching
try, labor, and Government. The execu- ter and the education level is reportedly violence on TV by children can lead not
tive committee would be composed of the higher. However, for those who retired only to their acceptance and toleration
Chairman and two other members of the prior to June 1, 1958 there have been few of such behavior, but the incorporation
council, the Secretary of the Treasury, changes and most of these have been un- of media initiated antisocial responses
the Secretary of Commerce, and the Sec- pleasant. For example, commissaries into their everyday behavior. It is well
retary of Labor. There would also be an which traditionally have provided low documented that exposure to filmed vioExecutive Director who, under the direc- cost food to bath retired and active mili- lence can increase the likelihood that
tion of the executive committee, would tary personnel are presently under at- young children will exhibit aggressive
be responsible for the operation of the tack. Actions that are presently being behavior. Yet, violence in TV cartoons
Center. The Center's operation would be taken are sure to drive prices up in U.S. has been increasing and the adult orienauthorized for a 3-year period ending commissaries. Hence commissary priv- tation of prime-time television has been
September 30, 1978. At the end of each ileges will no longer be the fringe bene- increasing. I do not think that we can
fiscal year, the Center would be required fit they have been traditionally to Mili- afford, as a society, this impact
on our
to submit a report on its operation to the tary personnel. This robs all retirees, but children.
President and Congress. The cost for the it hits particularly hard on the older
I
am
deeply
concerned
that
this new
operation of the Center is $2.5 million ones.
voluntary effort is an insufficient soluper year.
The 1958 pay act was a substantial re- tion, although It is a step in the right
A recent Treasury study indicated that structuring of the pay scales. Prior to direction. The code provision does not
the only way a country can get wealth- this law there was a system of adjusting cover prime children's viewing
hours
ier, is to be increasing the amount of retired pay upward whenever the pay of atter school and on weekends. In addigoods and services that 1 hour's worth the active-duty forces was increased. tion, the code covers only two-thirds of
of labor will produce. This increase in Under this recomputation system each the Nation's television stations. There is
productivity can come about through ed- time active-duty pay was changed, re- also a question about the willingness

